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INTRODUCTION
This volume contains the extended abstracts from the papers presented at the SEAMEO
SPAFA International Conference on Southeast Asian Archaeology and Fine Arts, which
was held online from 13 to 17 December 2021. Also known as the SPAFACON2021, this
conference was organised online due to the pandemic. Despite the disruption brought
about by Covid-19 to our in-person events, training programmes and field research, it is
heartening to see that archaeology and cultural heritage has continued under new modes
of communication and collaboration.
This fourth iteration of the SPAFACON is also scheduled a year earlier than our usual
triennial cycle to commemorate the 50th anniversary of SEAMEO initiating a centre
dedicated towards archaeology and the fine arts. Over the past year, SPAFA has also been
highlighting this legacy of international cooperation and capacity-building by sharing our
photographic archives on our social media.
I am delighted by the high level of enthusiasm and intellectual curiosity brought by
the participants to the conference. During our call for papers we received close to 90
submissions, but owing to the pressures of time and the online format, we were only able
to accept 34 papers for the conference. The variety of papers present here, although a
small set compared with our usual proceedings, reflects the breadth of the centre’s ambit –
covering not just archaeology, but also performing arts, visual arts, museum studies, and
other aspects of Southeast Asian cultural heritage.
I would like to thank all the participants, without whom this conference would not be
possible in its present form, in particular, our Governing Board members who represent
every country in Southeast Asia, and to the Ministry of Culture, Thailand and the Ministry
of Education, Thailand for their long-standing support of SEAMEO SPAFA and its
activities.

Mrs Somlak Charoenpot
Centre Director
SEAMEO SPAFA
SPAFACON2021
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The funeral cave of Laang Spean
ល្អាងបញ្ច ុះសពនៃស្ថាៃយ
ី ល្អាងស្ពាៃ
10792/pqcnu8815a-14
Valéry Zeitoun
UMR7207, CR2P-CNRS-UPMC-MNHN, Paris, France
pythecanthro@gmail.com
Heng Sophady
Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
hsophady@yahoo.com.
Hubert Forestier
UMR7194 MNHN-CNRS-UPVD, Paris, France
hubforestier@gmail.com
Abstract
Discovered in 1965 by Cécile and Roland Mourer in the limestone massifs of the
Battambang region in Cambodia, the Lang Spean cave is a karstic cavity with three
main chambers with a floor area of about 1000 m2 and a vault height of thirty metres.
The archaeological sequence of Laang Spean now includes several meters thick level of
ancient activity dated between 71,000 and 26,000 years ago surmounted by a Hoabinhian
occupation (11,000-5,000 BP), with a third summit level characterized by Neolithic
tombs. Cemeteries and funeral spaces are major sites in Southeast Asia still used to
reconstruct the chrono-cultural sequence of the region. However, their studies present a
failure to take into account the funerary nature of the studied sites. Archeothanatology,
although partly known by colleagues working in Southeast Asian has not been developed
sufficiently leading to numerous problems linked to the real nature of the sites. A burial
site where individuals chosen by a community have been placed presents an altered vision
of the population, whereas a study of funerary gestures and recruitment makes possible
to understand these choices. Thus, the discovery of Neolithic burials at Laang Spean
was the opportunity to implement an excavation protocol that follows the principles of
archeothantology including to determine the positioning of the defunct at the time of
burial in order to illustrate the funerary practice carried out by its original population.
Despite the fragility of the bones we carried out observations and measurements useful
for determining the biological characteristics, including sex, age, stature or pathologies
of the individuals uncovered and, direct dating were successful. Finally, the Laang Spean
cave appears to be a Neolithic funerary cave according to its dating but showing some
characteristics found in the Metal age on the nearby Khorat plateau.
SPAFACON2021
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Cécile and Roland Mourer គជា
ិ បារាំងដែលបាៃរកឃ�ញ
ឺ បចរាណវទ្នូ
ើ ស្ថាៃយ
ី ល្អាងស្ពាៃឃៅ

តំបៃ់ភ្ថ
ំ ្មកំឃបារ សថាិតឃៅក្ចងឃេត្តបាត់ែំបងនៃបបឃទ្សកមពាចជា កាលពឆ្
ំ ៩៦៥។ ល្អាងឃៃុះ
ី ្១
ដចកឃចញជាបដី ផ្កសំ ខាៃ់ៗគខា
្ត ល ៃង
ី រចបបបដែល១
ឺ ងមចេ កណ្
ិ ដផ្កខាងឃបកាយ ដែលមាៃនផទៃែស
ំបនូលល្អាងគមា
០០០ដមែបត
បកឡា។ រឯកមពា
ស់ពនី ផទៃែក
្
ី ច ងឃៅែ
ី
ឺ ៃបបដវងបបដែល៣០ដមែបត។ តាម
រយៈលទ្្ធផលនៃការឃ្វើកំណ្យថ្មីៗឃៃុះ អ្កបស្វបជាវបាៃពិៃិត្យឃ�ើញថាបសទាប់ែីបចរាណវទ្យាឃៅ
ិ
ល្អាងស្ពាៃឃៃុះ មាៃជឃបរៅពីបៃ
ួ ឃៅបបាំដមែបត ដែលបង្ហាញអំពីវត្តមាៃសកម្មភាពរបស់មៃចស្សសម័យបច
រាណ មាៃអាយចកាលចឃ្លុះពី៧១០០០ឃៅ២៦០០០ឆ្្ម
ំ ចៃ។ ឃៅពីឃលើបសទាប់ឃៃុះ គឺភស្តចតាងនៃការ
តាំងទ្ីលំឃៅរបស់សែគមៃ៍មៃចស្សនៃវប្ប្ម៌ហាវប៊ៃ
ី ឃញៀណដែលមាៃអាយចកាលចឃ្លុះពី១១០០០
ឆ្្ឃំ ៅ៥០០០ឆ្្ម
ំ ចៃ។ ចំដណក បសទាប់ទ្ី៣ ដែលសថាិតឃលើបងអាស់គឺជាទ្ីបញ្ច ុះសពសថាិតក្ចងយចគថ្មរ ំលីង
។
ស្ថាៃយ
ី បញ្ច ុះសពផ្នូរសពជាឃបចៃ
ើ ឃៅក្ចងតំបៃ់អាសចី អាឃគ្យ៍ បតរូវបាៃឃគសិកសាបស្វបជាវក្ចងការបឃងកើ
តឃ�ង
វកាលប្បវត្តនិ ៃវប្ប្ម៌ឃៅក្ចងតំបៃ់។ ការសិកសារបស់បចរាណវទ្នូ
ួ ចំៃួៃឃៅតាមទ្ប
ិ
ិ មយ
ើ វញៃនូ
ី ញ្ច ុះ
សព គព
ើ ្បយ
ឹ អំពល
ើ នៃកច
ឺ ចំបាៃបង្ហាញៃនូវភាពមៃ
ិ ចបាស់ល្ស់ ឃែម
ី ល់ែង
ី ក្ខណៈឃែម
ិ ្បញ្ច ុះឃៅឃលើស្ថាៃី
យទាំងឃ្ុះឃទ្។ យែងណ្ក៏ឃោយ ការសិកសាតាមដបបបចរាណវទ្យាអំ
ពីការដបបបបរួលស្ថាៃភាពឃែើមរប
ិ
ស់ស្កសពឃបកាយឃពលបញ្ច ុះ គឺមាៃអ្កបស្វបជាវឃៅក្ចងតំបៃ់អាសចី អាឃគ្យម
៍ យ
ួ ចំៃួៃតនូចបែចឃណ្
ណ ុះ
បាៃយល់ែឹងេលុះៗ បែចដៃ្តមៃ
ិ ទាៃ់ឃៅបាៃឃ្វើទ្ំឃៃើបកម្មឱ្យបាៃចបាស់ល្ស់ ឃែើម្បឃី ោុះបស្យបញ្ហាជាឃបចើ
ៃដែលជាប់ទាក់ទ្ងជាមួយៃឹងស្ថាៃភាពឃែើមនៃស្ថាៃីយមចៃឃពលកាលយជាកដៃលងបញ្ច ុះសព។
ទ្ីតាង
ំ ៃីមយ
ួ ៗដែលបាៃឃបជើសឃរសឃោយសែគមៃ៍
សបមាប់ជាកដៃលងបញ្ច ុះសព គឺបាៃឆលចុះបញ្្ំងអំពី
ើ
ការផ្លស់បនូ រទ្ស្សៃៈ
្ត
វស័
ិ យរបស់មៃចស្សឃៅក្ចងសែគមៃ៍ឃ្ុះ។ ឃមាលែុះឃែយ
ើ ការសិកសាអំពឥ
ី រយបថរប
ិ
ស់សព ៃង
កដៃល
ង
បញ្
ុះសព
គ
អា
ចជួ
យ
ឱ
�
្យអ្
ក
បស្វបជាវមាៃការយល់
ែ
ង
កាៃ់
ដ
តបបឃស
រ
ដថមឃទ្ៀត
អំពី
ឹ
ិ
ឺ
ើ
ច
ការឃបជស
តា
ំ សបមាប់បញ្ច ុះសព្សម័យឃ្ុះ។
ើ ឃរសទ្
ើ
ី ង
ឃែតចែនូច្ុះ ការរកឃ�ញ
ើ ផ្នូរសពសម័យថ្មរ ំលីងឃៅស្ថាៃយ
ី ល្អាងស្ពាៃ គបា
ឺ ៃផ្តល់ឱកាសក្ចងការ អៃចវត្ត
ការឃ្វក
ិ
ើ ំណ្យឃោយអៃចឃឡាមតាមឃោលការណ៏នៃបចរាណវទ្យាស
ិ កសាអំពរី ឃបៀបកប់សព រួមទាំងការវ ិ
ភាគអំពីស្ថាៃភាពរបស់សពឃៅឃពលដែលឃគបញ្ច ុះឃលើកែំបនូង ឃែើម្បប
ី ង្ហាញអំពីពិ្ីបញ្ច ុះសពដែលបប
តិបត្តិឃោយសែគមៃ៍មៃចស្សរស់ឃៅតំបៃ់ល្អាងស្ពាៃ។ ឃបោងឆអាឹងសពដែលបាៃរគឃ�ើញឃៅល្អាងស្
ពាៃ មាៃសភាពពចកផចយខាលង
ំ ឃមាលែុះឃែើយឃទ្ើបអ្កជំ្ញសឃបមចឃ្វើការសិកសាវភាគៃ
ិ
ិងវាស់ដវងឃោយផ្ទៃ
ល់ឃៅឃលើទ្ីតាង
ំ ផ្នូរសពដតម្តង ឃែើម្បក
ី ំណត់អំពីលក្ខណៈជីវស្សស្តសំខាៃ់ៗែនូចជា ឃភទ្ អាយច កមពាស់
ៃិងឃរាគស្សស្ត របស់សពៃីមយ
ួ ៗ បពមទាំងកំណត់កាលបរឃចឆេ
អា ឃោយផ្ទៃល់ទ្ទ្ួលបាៃ
ិ ទ្ឃៅឃលើឆឹង
លទ្្ធផលគួរជាទ្ទ្
ី ចកចត
ិ ្ត។
ឃយងឃៅឃលើលទ្្ធផលនៃកាលបរឃចឆេ
អាឹ សព រួមជាមួយវតថាចឃផ្សងៗកប់ជាមួយសព
ិ ទ្ឃៅឃលើឆង
ដែលអ្កបស្វបជាវបាៃរកឃ�ញ
ើ អាចឱ្យពួកឃគសៃ្ោ
ិ ឋា ៃបាៃថា ស្ថាៃយ
ី ល្អាងស្ពាៃគជា
ឺ ទ្ប
ី ញ្ច ុះសពសថាិ
តក្ចងសម័យថ្មរ ំលីង។ ក៏បចដែ ៃ្តទ្ៃទៃម
ឹ ៃង
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Introduction
Discovered in 1965 by Cécile and Roland Mourer the Lang Spean cave is a karstic cavity
with three main chambers with a whole floor area of about 1000 m2 and a vault height of
thirty meters which was excavated from 1965 to 1971 (Mourer & Mourer 1977) (Figure
1).

Fig. 1

Location of Laang Spean’s cave. Source: Zeitoun et al. 2012.

The excavation at Laang Spean was interrupted during 50 years because of the dramatic
Red Khmer events of which occurred in the country and could be resumed only in
2009 by a new team called French-Cambodian Prehistoric Project. The archaeological
sequence of Laang Spean now includes 13 meters thick level of ancient activity dated
between 71,000 to 3000 years ago which represent 12 000 archeological items including
Hoabinhian occupation (11,000-5,000 BP) and around 3000 faunal and lithic remains for a
third summit level characterized by Neolithic tombs (Figure 2) (Forestier et al. 2015). We
describe here the typology of the tombs according to the archaeothanatological approach
which allows us to reconstruct the initial position of the bodies when they were buried.
Indeed, it is this initial position that is the most direct reflection of the funeral practices
desired by the population that buried its dead according to the norm of the society of the
time.
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Fig. 2

Excavation of Laang Spean’s cave in 2009. Source: H. Forestier.
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Main section
Isolated human remains had been found during the initial excavations made by Cécile and
Roland Mourer (Mourer 1994). In 2009 our research revealed new fragments of human
bones, which once collected and analysed in terms of nature, ages and different apparel,
showed that at least five different individuals had been interred in the second Laang
Spean chamber (Sophady 2016). Moreover, in the first year of renewed excavations on
the site, a first sepulture was identified. This one was relatively disturbed but, thanks to the
analysis of the anatomical connections of the individual which was made directly on the
field, it was possible to restore what had been the initial position of the individual buried
surrounded by ceramic pots (Figure 3).

Fig. 3

Burial I31 from Laang Spean‘s cave. Source: H. Forestier.

The first burial discovered in 2009 was dug along a north-south axis, with the head of the
deceased placed towards the south (Zeitoun et al 2012). The edges of the tomb were only
clearly visible for the bottom 45 cm of the burial. Given these anatomical observations
and following an excavation protocol that follows the principles of Archaeothanatology
(Duday 2009; Duday and Guillon, 2006; Duday et al., 1990), it is possible to establish the
initial positioning of the body before the anatomical elements were disturbed.
It would appear that this individual was initialy lying supine with the arms extended and
the hands touching the upper part of the lower limbs. The tomb was disturbed at some
point. Indeed, the discovery of an upturned pot, several broken pots on a large limestone
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block located on the thorax of the buried individual, and the scattering of pieces of bone
and pottery on the block itself suggests that the grave was opened and closed at some
point following the decomposition of the body. Because the position of several anatomical
parts and joints (distal parts of the hands, patellas, tibias, tarsi, metatarsi and phalanges,
etc.) remained in their original position or were moved together after the decomposition
of the flesh, it was possible to reconstruct where and how the grave robbers had moved
the various anatomical remains and pieces of pottery. The skull was not found and only
the left part of the mandible was discovered on the limestone block that was secondary
placed on the body of the individual. Several objects associated with the burial can thus
be interpreted as funerary offerings: a large globular jar placed on the lower part of the
legs, just below the knees, an ochre pencil and a tortoise shell had been placed between
the legs under the jar. Five other pieces of pottery were also placed around the body,
around the head and up to the left upper limb. These pottery objects were of two main
types: jars and bowl-shaped bowls with ring-shaped bases (Fig. 4). In addition, a pierced
lower left canine belonging to a Suid was found at the plexus, suggesting the presence
of a necklace. A preform of a green adze made of fine sandstone was also found in the
grave, while the skull of a large bovid, broken in situ, was found on the limestone blocks
in the pit associated with the mandible fragment, the only cranial remnant of the recovered
individual. Radiocarbon dating performed on the bone collagen of the deceased yielded a
calibrated date of 3310±29 BP (Wk 30118).

Fig. 4

Ceramic material from the burial I31 at Laang Spean’s cave. Source: Sophady 2016.
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In the following years, 5 tombs uncovered confirmed the restitution of the initial burial
position of this first individual, lying supine with the lower limbs extended, the knees in
an elevated position in relation to the hips and the feet, which can be observed in tombs
B27, D27, S33 and tomb P31, which presents no offering. Burial Aa26 is the burial of a
woman buried on her right side, surrounded by pottery.
The individual of the burial B27-28 (Fig. 5) had been laid in supine position along the axis
of the cavity SE-NW, the head to the SE, the lower limbs in extension with the knees in
elevation. The individual is in association with three pots placed on either side of the body
of the deceased. One pot was placed to the left of the skull, another between the wrist and
the left femur, a third to the right of the right knee. Archaeothanatological analysis of all
the movements of the anatomical elements during the decomposition of the body indicates
that some spaces have remained empty since the initial arrangement of the tomb.

Fig. 5

Burial B27. Source: H. Forestier.

Burial D26-28 (Figure 6) is that of an adult individual whose body had been laid in supine
position along the axis of elongation of the cavity SE-NW, the head SE, the lower limbs
in extension with the knees in elevation. Numerous biconical beads are distributed in a
sling from the right elbow to the left of the pelvis. Five potteries were placed around the
body of the deceased. Two pots have been placed between the knees. One vase is located
to the right of the right knee and a ring footed pot to the outside of the right shin. Another
pot is located at the top of the right femur. Two bangles were worn on the left hand and
one bangle was worn on the right hand.
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Fig. 6

Burial D26-28. Source: H. Forestier.

Burial S32-S33 (Fig. 7) is the grave of an adult individual who had been laid in supine
position in a north-south direction, with his head to the north. The lower limbs are
extended while the upper limbs are bent, the hands at shoulder level. The burial is located
in a natural alcove in the cave wall and a metric block of limestone limits the burial to the
north.
A ring-shaped vase rested on the feet, a jar to the right of the right knee. A small jar and a
complete simple adze made of hornfels are at the left elbow.

Fig. 7

Burial S32-S33. Source: H. Forestier.
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Burial P 31-32 (Fig. 8) is that of an adult individual buried had been laid in supine position
in the axis of elongation of the cavity SE-NW, the head to the SE. The individual is buried
without any associated material apart from limestone blocks, some of which may have
constituted wedging elements: one under the skull and two others at knee level. However,
as the latter two blocks are vertical, it is also possible that they were part of the filling
material of the grave without the intention of wedging the knees.

Fig. 8

Burial P 31-32. Source: H. Forestier.

The left lower limb is in the elongation of the body, with the knee raised and the foot
pointing towards the ground, visible from its upper side. The left patella is in an anatomical
position, preserved in a position of equilibrium, which implies a rapid filling of the pit. A
decimetric limestone block is interposed between the lateral part of the left femur and the
wall of the fossa. The right lower limb is elevated at the knee with the patella also in an
anatomical position.
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Fig. 9 Burial A24-A26. Source: H. Forestier.

Burial Aa24-A26 (Figure 9) is that of an adult individual whose body appears to be lying
on its right side in a north-south direction, with the head to the south with her right upper
limb bent and her hand under his face. The skull lay on its right side. The lower limbs were
bent at an angle, with the knees and feet together.
Four pots were arranged along the body. Two items were arranged stacked on top of each
other next to the chest at the right elbow. Two other vessels, one large and one small, were
arranged behind the pelvis on the left side of the individual.
If there are some variations in the arrangement of the bodies or in the richness of the
offerings between the different tombs, the dates obtained on the mineral fraction (Zazzo
2014) of the bone of each individual confirm the age initially found.
Discussion
Cemeteries and funeral spaces are major sites in Southeast Asia still used to reconstruct
the chrono-cultural sequence of the region. However, their studies present a failure to take
into account the funerary nature of the studied sites. Archaeothanatology, although partly
known by colleagues working in Southeast Asia, has not been developed sufficiently
leading to numerous problems linked to the real nature of the sites. A burial site where
individuals chosen by a community have been placed presents an altered vision of the
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population, whereas a study of funerary gestures and recruitment makes it possible to
understand these choices. Thus, the discovery of Neolithic burials at Laang Spean (Fig.
10) was the opportunity to implement an excavation protocol that follows the principles
of archeothantology including to determine the positioning of the defunct at the time of
burial in order to illustrate the funerary practice carried out by its original population.

Fig 10. Fig. 10

Map of the burials at Laang Spean’s cave. Source: H. Forestier.

The Neolithic and the Metal Ages, whose definitions come from Western archaeology,
telescope when one looks at Southeast Asia. The chrono-cultural sequence found
at the Ban Chiang site in Thailand (White 2008) shows an ‘Early Bronze Age’ that is
contemporary with ‘still’ Neolithic regional sites as is the case from the dating series
at Khok Phanom Di (Higham and Bananurang 1990) or Ban Non Wat (Higham 2008).
The northeast and the maritime strip of Central Thailand, which are the regions closest
to the province of Battambang where the Laang Spean cave is located, have seen the
development of burials very similar to those of Laang Spean but with metal objects found
in the funeral offerings. These neighbouring areas of Thailand, where sites are numerous
and the best archaeologically documented for the region (Higham, 2002), seem to indicate
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the development of cemeteries and a clear separation between collective burials and
dwellings (Higham, 2004). The question arises for burial caves such as Laang Spean.
More broadly, there is the question of the generalisation of the practice of using burials
with the deceased laid in supine position (“extended” burial) as opposed to the former
“flexed burials”. This extended position” is considered to be an innovation originating in
China and spreading southwards (Rispoli 2007). Before validating this hypothesis, it is
probably necessary to first clearly describe, in the most detailed way possible, the different
burial modes following the method recommended by archaeothanatology as initiated in
the South-East (by some authors (Coupey et al, 2010; Harris, 2010; Pautreau et al, 2010;
Willis and Tayles, 2009; Zeitoun et al. 2013) in order to be able to describe what are
the real interregional influences. Several cases of “extended” burials could appear, with
different significances according to the way of burying the dead with this or that device:
garment, coffin, shroud or other... Direct dating (Hihgham and Higham 2009) is also
useful to highlight the contemporaneity of possibly different practices.
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